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  The New Leaky Home Crisis?  

 

Not Quite 
 

However, for commercial building owners a tsunami of expenditure is nearing.  The NZ Building Code 1992 and its 
amendments require the posting annually a BWOF (Building Warrant of Fitness) for buildings, this is to assure all occupants 
that the building they are occupying, if compliant, is maintained in a healthy and safe condition, failure to comply can result 
in a fine of up to $200,000 and prosecution of the owner or agent under Criminal Law for negligence.  This may also, if 
successful, result in a custodial sentence.  
 

The Industry prompted by their trainers now have the IQP’s (Independent Qualified Persons) attention and these 
inspectors have awoken  from their slumber and realised that these penalties apply directly to them, and in some cases 
inspections that in the past have been cursory must now be undertaken in a more serious vein, or alternately risk 
prosecution. 
 

The University of Waikato has over 100 Code Compliant buildings on its two main campuses in Hamilton, which since 1992 
have been required to have IQP checks and inspection with warrants of fitness posted at the entry to each building. 
 

2010/11  has seen more collaboration between  IQP  staff and national and local bodies set up to increase sharing of 
information and education for this group resulting in a much greater awareness of  deficiencies within commercial 
buildings, particularly within the areas of fire and smoke stopping of penetrations. 
In laymen’s terms if a pipe or wire goes through a designated fire wall, it has to be sealed with a system that will perform to 
the same standard as the fire and smoke rating of the wall – usually 30 or 60 minutes. 
 

This requirement unfortunately doesn’t match with trade training and knowledge imparted to those who are running these 
services, so a serious deficiency right thoughout the country with these penetrations and sealing has been found.  The 
problem has equally been found in buildings owned and operated by Territorial Authorities (Councils) – so is by no means 
contained to private and institutional owners and landlords. 
 

The University of Waikato is now in the process of taking steps to ensure that any deficiencies within their building stock 
are brought up to standard and maintained this way into the future.  In October a training seminar was organised for 
relevant FMD staff and their contractors as the first part of education and in some cases certification for penetration 
sealing.  One of our contractors has gone on from this training to pass fully and become registered as an approved installer 
of fire penetration systems - congratulations MPG! 
 

The next step is to ensure that our records of fire cells through every building is true and correct and following the 
successful completion of this, pricing by specialist contractors to bring any deficiencies up  to date, then budgeting for 
remedial works and implementing remedial works. 
 

The University will also implement a permit to work type system for the future, so to ensure any penetration of fire cell 
walls are sealed and marked to the said standard and recorded in a database for future use.               ---          Robin Dunmall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     An example of non compliant sealing fire wall penetration                                    An example of correctly sealed compliant fire penetration 
 



 
Facilitation will be produced monthly.  This publication is available online (where the pictures are a lot clearer) at http://www.waikato.ac.nz/fmd/ 

For communications relating to the FMD newsletter please contact Judy Swetman, ext 4980, email judyb@waikato.ac.nz. 
 

 

FMD Social Club:  The Social Club are now selling their Christmas Hamper raffle.   These are $3 per ticket  – 
see Faye if you want to buy a ticket. 

 
 
 
 
 
  

On the Thursday after the TEM conference Sue and I flew to Perth for 6 days visiting relations.  We had not been to Perth 
before so it was a new experience.  Perth is the most isolated city in the world and it appeared to have missed a lot of the 
recession affecting most of the world, although this is starting to change. 
Freemantle and Perth were both very nice places to visit (but I wouldn’t want to live there) – the weather was similar to 
here, windy (VERY at times) and showery. 
 

On 26th Sept we picked up a Maui camper to relocate it to Adelaide.  With the relocation setup you are given a set time to 
have the vehicle back to the destination – for this leg we had 6 days and an allowance of 2950kms.    
 

We stopped in Kalgoorlie to have a look at the Fimiston Open Pit,  
more commonly known as the Super Pit.  The photo doesn’t do  
justice to the size of the pit, expected to be 3.8kms long, 1.35kms  
wide & 500 metres deep – it is huge.  The mine works 365 days a  
year and there are complications from the 3000 kms of old mine  
workings in this area, some dating back to 1893.  When mining  
finishes it is expected that the mine will move 1.129 million tonnes  
of material and produce more than 10 million ounces (300 tonnes)  
of gold. We only got to look from the public viewing point – there 
are free tours on the 3rd Sunday of each month – I imagine it would  
be worthwhile if you could make it. 
 

We carried on with 3 biggish days, doing 795, 852 & 779 kms to  
arrive back in Adelaide on the Saturday evening.  The drive  
confirmed that Australia is a very large country, from any elevated position you can see to the horizon with very little to 
block the view, vast areas of flat land without much visible in the form of livestock, apart from lots of dead kangaroos.  On 
the whole trip there would have been hundreds of dead kangaroos on the roadside and also one dead Camel and a few 
emus.  There was no insurance on the camper if you hit a kangaroo – we were very vigilant and kept a good eye out on the 
roadside vegetation.  They mainly come out in the mornings and evenings, which is why they recommend not driving 
during the evenings. 
 

We had a day in Adelaide to do some laundry, pick up my mobile 
phone I had dropped I the hotel we stayed in and have a spell from 
driving.  This weekend was Labour Day weekend and we were lucky  
enough to stay in a camp next to a park where 2000 plus pre-1956  
cars gathered to start the Bay to Birdwood annual car fun.  A  
fantastic show of all sorts of vehicles with a lot of the drivers and  
passengers dressing in clothes to match the age of the cars. 
 

We dropped this van off on the Monday and picked up another van 
to relocate to Sydney.  There was a big change in landscape with a 
lot of crops replacing tussock and rough land.   One woman we  
spoke to at a petrol station had a crop farm with her husband,  
17,000 acres nearly all in crops, wheat, canola, etc.  The business  
is okay but she was working in the petrol station to supplement their income, they have had 10 or 11 years with either 
droughts or very dry times.  We had 3 days to get to Sydney, not big days for this leg, although I did manage to lose the 
mobile phone that I had picked up two days earlier!  This time it was 300 or 400 kms away at a petrol station, they posted 
the SIM card and I got a new phone when we got home.  The weather improved as we got closer to Sydney and we got to 
enjoy 34o on the Thursday when we went into the city. 
 

To summarise, we drove 4200 kms in 7 days of driving, long straights, the  
longest 145.6 kms, lots of 30, 20 & 10 km.   The Super Pit, vast areas of flat  
land that looked uninhabitated.  About 8 Flying Doctor emergency landing  
strips on the road, there would be a sign, cross hatching painted on the road,  
a taxi turnaround area and approx 1.5 kms to the next cross hatching marking  
the end of the runway.  The Police close the road off before the plane lands,  
shame we missed seeing it in action.  The Bay to Birdwood was great to see. 
Just the vast size of the small part of the country we saw was staggering. 
The distance we drove is about twice the distance from Auckland to Sydney.   
The cities were okay, but cities tend to be the same the world over, more  
variety in the stores.   
 

Nice country, nice to catch up with relations, met lots of nice people --- It was great to get home.                  Neil Hindman 
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